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compass knight 3d manual

I know Finless did wonderfull vids on it, but anyhow, here it is here some pics of the box and whats
in it As you can see, most of the heli is allready prebuilt. Heres the frame, i checked if the screws
were loctited, and they all were, great job Compassthumbsup Now the rest of parts which are in the
box, they all are nice packed per building step as in the manual. Hopefully tonight some build pics.
Thats it for now. Grtz, Dirk Step 1 is mounting the landing skids, so easy enough, no pics of that In
step 2 the we mount the motor into the frame. So before this can be done i had to mount the cooling
fan and the clutch and one of the 3 motor mounts which all are equipped with rubber dampening
rings very nice Compass !! I allready epoxied my 2 magnets for the governor, im planning to use the
Align RCE 6600. After that the other motormounts are mounted on the engine directly and not like
many other brands where the mounts are fixed in the frame first before installing the engine. Also
these mounts have rubber dampening rings to reduce the vibration from the engine. When this has
been done the motor has to been inserted into the frame and pushed until the clutch cant be put
farther into the clutchbell. Then according to the manual the engine has to be lowered with only 0.2
0.5 mm this to prevent any damage to the engine. After all this is done the engine protectionplate
can be installed and step 2 is finished !! Here are some pics. Up to step 3, ill keep you guys posted.
Grtz, Dirk The tailrotor unit came fully assembled and belt inserted. I only had to feed the belt
through the boom and attach the tailboom supports and the servoholder. Very easy !!! Then i was
able to pass on to step 4 which is the installation of the rotorhead and the mainshaft and maingear.
Here again the whole head came preassembled, there was a note in the box the surely loosen the
bolts of the spindle and to loctite these, because that was something that was not done in the
factory.http://cornwallstaffagency.com/userfiles/6es5-944-7ub11-manual.xml

compass knight 3d manual, compass knight 3d manual download, compass knight 3d
manual pdf, compass knight 3d manual free, compass knight 3d manual online.

So first of all i installed the mainshaft, the only difference with other helibrands here is that the mast
collar goes beneath the upperbearing block instead of above. So to install this properly you have to
put the mainshaft in, mount the mast collar push the mainshaft through the second bearing block
and the maingear. Thighten up the maingear with the Jesus bolt and then push the mainshaft down
and pull the mast collar upwards against the upper bearing block and thighten the screw. So if you
have done this the right way there is no slop in the mainshaft and maingear. Now the swashplate
and the mixing arms and phasing block can be put on the mainshaft. After this we can adjust the
phasing block, not hard to do. First you have to attach the mixingarms to the swashplate and then
you have 2 free balls on the swashplate to install the rods from the rotorhead. Now we have to align
the upperball of the swashplate with the lower ball which is attached to the Aarm. Now i can move
up to step 6 servo install. Im also going to install the carbsmart and as governor i will be using the
RCE 6600. The servo install is pretty straight forward. One tip though before you install all regular
servos and you want to use a servo for the Carbsmart, go and install this one first, otherwise youll
have to remove the 2 upperservos to be able to reach for this little servo. Im going the install the
carbsmart servo in the frame where theres some space foreseen to mount a switch. So first of all ill
have to dremel a hole for the servo. I will take some pics of the Carbsmart install and the Align
governor sensor install later. Thats it for now ! Grtz, Dirk Im using Futaba servos so i can use the
round servohorns where i can drill the holes myself. There are some special holes in the K3D frame
where you can put a hextool through this to make it easier to aline the mixing arms, very handy. On
the pics below you can see how it
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On the pic below you can see how you can block the Aarm this to enable to make the correct lenght
of the rods to the servohorn. Once this is done i can go and start making the links for the other cyclic
servos, works with the same principle as the one for the Aarm. In the pic below you can see how the
hextool is fixed in the frame for aligning the cyclic arms. Heres the result Afther that i made the
links for the rotorhead according the measures stated in the manual. Ill see if these measures arre
correct when i check the pitch. After that i place the governor sensor, im using the Align RCE6600
governor. I had to make my own mount for the sensor because there no extra mounts deliverd with
the Align governor like you have with the Throttle Jockey. Now i only have to place the rest of the
electronics and than she will be allmost ready to maiden Im using a Arizona Regulator, Carbsmart
and the Align governor. The governor and Carbsmart and receiver will be placed at the right side of
the frame. The Arizona regulator comes on top of the battery holder and the receiver battery
beneath it. The Carbsmart servo is allready placed but not connected yet. With the maiden flight im
going to tune the engine without the carbsmart connected. After the engine is tuned ok then i will
connect the Carbsmart. Here you can see the headertank installed. Very handy because Compass
has a thought of this and theyve foreseen a space and bolts to attach it to the frame. Good one
Compass Well thats it for the moment, i only have to set my pitch and do my radio setup and she will
be ready for the maiden hopefully next sunday. Grtz, Dirk The one I got a few months ago was from
the KBDD distribution era and had a plastic canopy. I think I still like the visibility the smoked
windshield on the plastic canopy gives me of the internals.

I also did the front tail servo mod on mine because I dont like the tail servo hanging where the slimy
exhaust can easily get to it and because it helps alleviate the tailheavy tendency of the heli. Have
you gotten a receiver pack yet.Now if compass would just change the fuel tank bigger opening and
clear would be nice and get rid of the switch holes in favor of micro servo mounts wed be getting
somewhere. I bought mine a month or so ago and have the black links with just the letters on them.
Wonder if there is anything else Compass has changed. Very handy because Compass has a thought
of this and theyve foreseen a space and bolts to attach it to the frame. Good one Compass I bought
mine a month or so ago and have the black links with just the letters on them. Wonder if there is
anything else Compass has changed. Look the same as my Atom as well. Also, I did not get those tail
blades, I got some cheesy black ones that are way too flexible!! Set of Torsions on the way to take
care of that I bought mine a month or so ago and have the black links with just the letters on them.
Wonder if there is anything else Compass has changed. I wonder if theyre possibly stronger. Every
crash Ive had with the black ones has resulted in links being broken at the very end. You still need
some tape to hold the header bracket to the main tank or else it will tend to rotate; I used some 3M
redbacked mounting tape. Id highly recommend the Thunder Tiger header it has ridges molded into
the tank that keep the tank from sliding forward and backward in the bracket. It appears that the
one Dflyer used also has the ridges. I wonder if theyre possibly stronger. Every crash Ive had with
the black ones has resulted in links being broken at the very end. I then bought a bag of new links
and received the same black links with the letters. I wonder when Ill get lucky and get the gray ones.
I then bought a bag of new links and received the same black links with the letters.

I wonder when Ill get lucky and get the gray ones. Some of the other dealers may still have old
stock. I have had no problem with that clunk and without the header for over 2 gallons. I know it
came form Asia a week or 4 ago straight to the distributor in Germany and then further on to
Belgium. Yep mine has the yellow tailblades, i think they are somewhat beefier then the black ones,
but im going to change them for CY tailblades. My headertank is the RJX one, i got this one from
Helidirect, and yes it has some ridges in the mold to hold the tank better in place. Normally if all
goes well the K3D will have its maiden next Sunday. Grtz, Dirk Sorry dont want to threadjack, Ive
been accused of that lately Looking forward to hearing about your maiden. Very helpful thread,
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thanks. Good luck with the maiden, do let us know how it goes. Al Hopefully next Sunday if the
weather is fine i can take some pics of the 2nd flight and maybe a small video. Ill keep you guys
posted. Well the maiden went quite well, i hoovers a lot better than the T600 is much faster on
cyclics, man i love it. I only have to tweak my governor some more, because when i came down in
Idle 2 headspeed around 2050 my engine overrevd. I have an analog servo on throttle being the
Futaba S9202 rather slow. Maybe it has to do with the servo, so i allready changed the servo over to
a Futaba S9252. Well see what thatll give on Sunday. Make sure when you build your K3D that the
tailrotor is straight compared to the frame of your heli, mine was slightly off and i felt that when i
flipped the heli. If your tailrotor is not in line with you frame the heli tends to turn out of a flip. Well
thats what i experienced though. Grtz, Dirk Please enter your desired user name, your REAL and
WORKING email address and other required details in the form below.Note that passwords are
casesensitive. Use a real email address or you will not be granted access to the site. Thank you.
Advanced Search MKS Nine Eagles O.S.
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Engine OCZ QNAP RAIDEN RC711 RCLogger RCPROPLUS RJX SAB SAB Heli Divisi. SANYO SAVOX
Scorpion Seagate ServoKing SH SILVERLIT SJM Skookum Robotic. SkyArtec SkyRC SPEED
Spektrum SpringRC SteadyMaker TAKARA TOMY . TAMIYA Tarot TBS The Wings Maker
TheWorldModels Thunder Power ThunderTiger TowerPro UltraFire UNIT WACOM Walkera Western
Digital WLToys XQ Toys YS YAMADA Yuneec ZENOAH ZeroTech Main gear molded for
CompassModel 03. Tail Shafts for CompassModel 04. Tail Blade Holder Set for CompassModel 05.
Tail Rotor Hub for CompassModel 06. Spindle Shaft 8mm Feathering Shaft for CompassModel 07.
Canopy Insert for CompassModel 08. Tail boom 705mm for CompassModel 10. Tail boom brace w,
connectors 530mm for CompassModel. Learn more opens in a new window or tab This amount is
subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Programme terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change
until you make payment. If you reside in an EU member state besides UK, import VAT on this
purchase is not recoverable. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms
and conditions opens in a new window or tab Estimated delivery dates opens in a new window or tab
include sellers dispatch time, and will depend on postal service selected. Delivery times may vary,
especially during peak periods. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a
new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or
tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab The item may have some signs of cosmetic wear, but
is fully This item may be a floor model or an item that has been returned to the seller after a period
of use. See the seller’s listing for full details and description of any imperfections. Youre covered by
the eBay Money Back Guarantee if you receive an item that is not as described in the listing.
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Find out more about your rights as a buyer opens in a new window or tab and exceptions opens in a
new window or tab. Contact the seller opens in a new window or tab and request a postage method
to your location. Please enter a valid postcode. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. We
may receive commission if your application for credit is successful. Terms and conditions apply.
Subject to credit approval. We may receive commission if your application for credit is successful. All
Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by
Verisign. Enter the home into a foyer complete with a laundry room, coat closet, and half bathroom
with custom storage. An open layout living, dining and kitchen leads to a balcony, bringing the
outdoors inside for a refreshing escape from city life. Dine in the perfectly proportioned dining. This
information should only be used as a reference. Proximity or boundaries shown here are not a
guarantee of enrollment. Please reach out to schools directly to verify all information and enrollment
eligibility. Park Slope Scenic sidewalks and fun for all ages. Park Slope is a namebrand Brooklyn
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neighborhood known for its organic food markets and picturesque, pedestrianfriendly sidewalks.
Prospect Park, charming cafes, and plenty of public amenities contribute to the neighborhoods
smalltown vibe. Learn More Similar Sold Homes Sorry, we cant find any similar sold homes at this
time. Please check back later.

Homes for Sale near Park Slope Neighborhoods Carroll Gardens Central Brooklyn Central Slope
Gowanus Greenwood Heights North Slope Park Slope Prospect Lefferts Gardens South Brooklyn
South Slope Windsor Terrace Red Hook Prospect Park South Northwestern Brooklyn Prospect
Heights Crown Heights Flatbush Boerum Hill Caton Park Kensington Show More Cities Brooklyn
New York Manhattan Jersey City Bayonne Queens Hoboken Staten Island Weehawken Union City
North Bergen Kearny Newark West New York Secaucus Guttenberg Lyndhurst Edgewater Cliffside
Park Fairview Show More ZIPs 11218 11217 11238 11232 11231 11225 11226 11201 11216 11243
11213 11219 11203 11205 11220 11230 11210 11204 10004 11249 Show More No guarantee,
warranty or representation of any kind is made regarding the completeness or accuracy of
descriptions or measurements including square footage measurements and property condition, such
should be independently verified, and Compass expressly disclaims any liability in connection
therewith. No financial or legal advice provided. Equal Housing Opportunity. All data is deemed
reliable but is not guaranteed accurate by Compass. See Terms of Service for additional restrictions.
California LicenseNo financial or legal advice provided. Custom Widget Area 5 Please login and add
some widgets to this widget area. Class Registration Registration is OPEN for ONLINE fall classes.
Registration for fall INPERSON classes will open Friday, August 14, at 600 am. An early registration
discount of 10% is offered through August 31. See the updated Compass Academic Calendar for
202021. Examine our COVID19 plan before registering for fall classes. Read about the virtual
formats some high school classes are being taught in. Review our Registration FAQs. Matches title,
description, time, and instructor.

Opens Sep 29 600 am In Intermediate Chess 2, students will learn skills that build upon each other
such as, intermediate queenExperts suggest that the game of chess teaches analytical and
disciplined thinking skills, while raising self esteem, teaching motivation and determination, and
sportsmanship Kasparov Foundation. Each class will be spent half on technique and half in practice
matches with classmates while the instructor coaches. Homework may be given.Prerequisites
Advanced Beginner Chess series, or equivalent 0 Qtr 2 Oct 30 900 am 1055 am Fri. Opens Sep 29
600 am In Paint Studio II, student artists will further develop their skills in acrylic painting in a
relaxed, informal studio setting under the guidance of a professional paint instructor. Paint Studio II
is a twohour session where a focused lesson is demonstrated and practiced in the first hour, and
students may continue to paint in open studio shared with Paint Studio I students the second hour.
The second hour of Paint Studio II is optional in the event that a student must attend a 1000 am
class. Students will work on framed canvas and easels and will learn elements of art and principles
of design in addition to methods in painting. Advanced painting techniques that will be taught
including dry brush work, washing, splattering, dabbing, pallet knife, underpainting, and layering.
Each quarter, the instructor will demonstrate techniques by developing a sample painting. Students
may elect to follow the class sample, or may apply the painting skills to an entirely unique
composition. During second quarter students will practice blending paints and experiment with
brushstrokes to create a variety of effects and textures. They will learn the names and uses for all of
the brushes in their kit, including liner, flat, angular, filbert, dagger, round, and fan brushes.

Newly introduced brush techniques and exercises will enable painters to create a variety of textures
found in nature, which might include clouds, running and still water, sand, pebbles, rough and
smooth rocks, moss, grass, bark, pine needles, and snow. Finally, students will experiment with the
difference in effects, when blending wetwithwet paint and wetondry paint. This class is suitable for
returning teen students who have completed at least two quarters of Paint Studio I or adult



students. Prioryear Paint Studio II students are encouraged to continue with this class to develop
their skills to the next level. Compass parents are welcome to register for this class to work
alongside their teens or to work on their own while their teen is another Compass class. Painting can
provide a relaxing, needed break from rigorous academic classes and overscheduled lives in a fun,
supportive environment. Formal assessments will not be given. What to Wear Students may wish to
wear an apron, smock, or paint shirt when working with acrylic paints. Credit Homeschool families
may wish to count this course as a component partial credit in Fine Arts for purposes of a high
school transcript. This course will also help prepare students who will be taking the VPT Virginia
Placement Test or the College Boards ACCUPLACER test for admission to community college. This
class will help you feel prepared to face standardized admissions tests and take away some of the
worry and mystery that surround these assessments. Each week, students will spend time on
strategies for math and English portions of the tests. Students will learn about test designs and the
types and difficulty levels of reading, grammar, and math questions. The class will learn how to
approach multiple choice questions, how to read passages for comprehension, and what to do when
you don t know an answer.

This class is not a crash course that preps you for one test sitting, but rather teaches you lasting
techniques to get you ready for whenever you decide to take a standardized test. The instructor will
lay out a study plan for testready students and be able to offer tips on many aspects of the college
admissions process. When the class wraps up, students and parents will understand the process of
admissions testing and feel prepared for the personal challenge of the test experience. Note This
section will be held entirely ONLINE in a virtual classroom, providing synchronous online instruction
via videoconferencing for the full year. Recordings will be made for students with schedule conflicts.
Continuing students from first semester receive priority preregistration for second semester.
Prerequisites For this class, students should be reading and have comprehension at or above grade
level and have completed Algebra I. While geometry is included on the tests, completion of geometry
is not assumed. Geometry formulas are provided within the tests, and the instructor will teach how
to find and apply those formulas. Workload Students should expect to spend one hour per week on
homework for this class. Assignments Prior to the start of class, each student should have taken a
scored, practice SAT or ACT exam found on the College Board or ACT website. Assessments
Students will take a variety of inclass and athome time, practice test sections. The instructor will not
provide additional assessments beyond the practice tests. Phone calculators cannot be used. Credit
Homeschool families may wish to count this course as a component partial elective credit purposes
of a high school transcript. Each class period will involve approximately 25 minutes of lecture and 60
minutes of lab time.

Weekly lab work will allow students to apply the scientific concepts studied, improve laboratory
techniques, record observations, take a variety of measurements, use different lab equipment,
record and interpret data, convert units of measure, and write lab reports. An effort is made to
incorporate recent scientific discoveries and new technologies in class discussions. The background
covered in this course will enable a teen to become an educated reader of scientific news and a more
knowledgeable consumer. The life science topics in this class are designed to give the student
general knowledge in biology, zoology, botany, genetics and ecology. General themes in the class
include life cycles, food webs, and an understanding that living things depend on each other.
Microscope work will be used in life science labs. Students may want to dual register with this
course and the fall Dissection Lab classes for a more robust introduction to biology and for further
lab experience. The physical science portion of the class will overview fundamentals of chemistry
and physics such as the properties and classification of matter, the Periodic Table, basic chemical
reactions, energy, forces, work, motion, simple and compound machines, waves, light, sound, and
electricity. This class is appropriate for a tween or teen who had limited middle school level science
and who expects to pursue high school level Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Earth Science, or



Environmental Science on a collegepreparatory track. This class is also appropriate for a
homeschooled teen who will likely pursue an arts or vocational focused path and for whom an
overview of high school science concepts is sufficient. Workload Students should expect to spend 12
hours per week outside of class. Assignments will be given in class and repeated in the weekly email
to parents and students. In addition, students will have some takehome labs to complete
observations and measurements longer term at home.

Assessments The instructor will provide a quarterly student evaluation form which includes metrics
on a students class participation, homework, and general understanding of concepts for the parents
use in assigning a grade. Biology studies living things and their relationships from microscopic to
massive, ancient to modern, arctic to tropic. Our survey includes 1 cellular and molecular biology, 2
ecology, 3 genetics, 4 biology of organisms with selected human health and anatomy topics, and 5
evolution and diversity. You will observe microscopic organisms and give monarch butterflies a
health exam before tagging them for their 2,800 mile migration to Mexico. You will extract DNA,
model its processes, and learn how scientists manipulate this magnificent molecule to make mice
glow. You will observe animal behavior, test your heart rate, and practice identifying and debunking
pseudoscience. By the end of the course, students will be able to explain the nature of science as a
system of knowing; cite evidence for foundational theories of modern biology; explain basic
biological processes and functions; describe structures and relationships in living systems; outline
systems of information, energy, and resources; demonstrate valid experimental design; discern
ethical standards; relate their values and scientific ideas to decisionmaking; and apply biology
knowledge to their own health. In this flipped classroom, students are responsible for covering new
material such as readings from the textbook and additional popular and scholarly sources, videos,
and animations prior to class meetings. Inperson sessions focus on active discussion, clarification,
exploration of content, review, modeling, and handson activities. Labs address not only technical
skills and sequential operations, but also forming testable predictions, collecting data, applying
math, drawing conclusions, and presenting findings.

Handson dissection, always optional, is taught with preserved crayfish and fetal pigs. Sensitive
issues human reproduction is not taught separately, but mentioned as students learn about other,
related topics such as sperm, eggs, stem cells, genetic disease, hormones, fetal development,
breastfeeding, adolescence, and HIV. While there may be some debatestyle discussion of topics such
as GMO, abortion will not be debated. Birth control and sexuality education are not covered, but
distinctions between gender and biological sex are discussed in detail in the genetics unit.
Dissections are optional. Evolution is embedded in every topic, from molecular to ecological,
inseparably from other content. It is addressed in a scientific context, not from a faith standpoint.
The course provides a substantive, fullcredit experience on either an Honors or OnLevel track. All
class members share core material and participate in the same labs. Honors has longer or additional
readings, more analytical work, and more thorough and difficult assessments; it is appropriate for
students who seek more challenge or plan to take the SAT Subject Test in Biology. Brief, required
summer assignments are due in August for those who elect to take Honors. Students register online
for the same course, but must indicate which level they wish to study via email by August 15.
Students may move down a level from Honors to OnLevel at any time. Schedule Note All class
meetings will be in a virtual classroom, providing synchronous ONLINE instruction via
videoconferencing for fall semester. At the instructors option, the class may transition to HYBRID
instruction for second semester as COVID19 scenarios improve. Hybrid instruction would include
online instruction on Mondays 800 am 855 am and inperson instruction on Fridays. Instruction is
recommended to be synchronous, but recordings will be made for students with schedule conflicts.

Prerequisites Students should be very strong, independent readers and able to understand graphs,
tables, percentages, decimals, ratios, and averages. Workload Homework includes term cards, brief



written responses, weekly online quizzes, unit tests, occasional lab reports, and some creative
assignments including sketching. Students will sometimes prepare short, inclass presentations,
participate in group projects, run simulations, or conduct simple experiments at home. All students
should expect to spend 46 hours outside of class reading and preparing homework. Assignments All
assignments will be posted on passwordprotected Canvas classroom management site. There,
students access assignments; upload homework, take automated quizzes and tests; track grades;
message instructor and classmates; and virtual conferences. Assessments Points will be assigned for
completed homework, projects, quizzes, and tests. A letter grade will not be assigned, but parents
can use total points earned versus total points offered to assign a grade for purposes of a
homeschool transcript. The cost for the SAT Subject Test in Biology in spring or summer 2021 is not
included. Each family is responsible for scheduling and paying for their students exam through the
College Board. Some of these supplies are used at home. Students should watch class
announcements on Canvas to know when to bring items to class. Credit Homeschool families may
wish to count this course as a full credit in Lab Science for purposes of a high school transcript.
Prerequisites None 1 Semester Sep 09 930 am 1155 am Wed. This history class is unlike other high
school history course. Instead of learning a sequential set of names, dates, and battles, students will
learn how to analyze and interpret history. Much like a college seminar, this approach to American
History incorporates historiography the history of the history. Mr. Gardner does not teach a narrow
view from a single textbook or static set of prepared notes.


